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Let’s Party!
What’s the occasion you might wonder?
There are several events to celebrate.
First and foremost the 4th anniversary of
Nikonians. As a birthday present Nikonians
received a new, bigger and faster set of
servers to accommodate the rapid growth
of Nikonians – the worldwide home of
Nikon photographers. As of this writing the
friendly community is closing in on the
22,000 member mark. Learn about the history
of Nikonians and its founders Bo Stahlbrandt
(bgs) and J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) inside this
issue of “The Nikonian”.
Second, read about two more success
stories, the D2H and D70. Nikon recently
announced it will ramp up the production
of the D70 in order to keep up with its
high demand. We very much welcome
that decision. The very busy D70 and D2H
forums echo the frustration of Nikonians
desperately trying to get hold of Nikon’s
latest milestones in camera development.
Two Nikonians, Victor Newman (vfnewman,
D2H) and Andreas Voigt (spacer, D70) gave
the new cameras a serious workout and
report their findings in this issue.
2004 will be a year to remember and to
celebrate being a Nikonian. Nikon’s new
product introductions, such as great bodies
and efficient lenses, will most likely be
topped with the introduction of the highly
anticipated D2X. Maybe we can report the
good news in the next issue.
And last but not least you are reading the
latest edition of “The Nikonian”.
Why don’t you give your camera a break for
a day and visit one of the many photography
related exhibitions? Pick one from our list of
exhibitions around the world. Are you ready
to put your camera back to work?

Join the upcoming 4th Annual Nikonians
Photo Adventure Trip or the Mayan
Workshop in Mexico. Flip through the pages
and learn the scoop about those events.
In this and coming editions we will profile
Nikonians Team members in a column
entitled “The Nikonian Team”. In addition,
we will give Nikonians members the
opportunity to present themselves to the
Nikonians community in a series of in-depth
interviews.
Andreas Voigt
Executive Editor
spacer@nikonians.org

The Nikonian eZine Editorial Team
Publishers:
Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs),
J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)
Executive Editor:
Andreas Voigt (spacer)
Design Director/ProductionManager:
Ron Green (RBGREEN2)
Copy Editor: Paul Fisher (Paul_Fisher)
Assignments & Submissions Editor:
Macy Mills (Oskie_Porshie)
News Editors:
American Section: Albert Coo (albert)
Asian Section: Meng Yew Choy (mychoy)
European Section: Chuon-Szen Ong
(SzennyBoy)
Marketing Manager:
Chris Gray (wpgf100)
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Information about us
You may find more information about us at:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/index.html

If you have any questions regarding this
publication, or if you want to advertise with
us, please use the online contact at:
http://www.nikonians.org/contact.html

You receive THE NIKONIAN because you
requested it. We hope you find it useful.
However, if you’d like your name to be
removed from the newsletter list, you can do
so at any time from THE NIKONIANS site at
http://www.nikonians.org

The nikonia, nikonian and nikonians
websites and THE NIKONIAN are not
associated with Nikon Corporation nor with
any of its subsidiaries or affiliates in any way.
All registered trademarks mentioned in this
newsletter are owned by their respective
corporations or individual owners. Nikonians
or its owners do not warrant the accuracy
or completeness of the information, text,
graphics, links or other items contained
within this newsletter. Nikonians or its
owners shall not be liable for any special,
indirect, incidental, or consequential
damages, including without limitation, lost
revenues or lost profits, which may result
from the use of the information held in this
newsletter.

Advertise with Nikonians
As the trusted information source for the
Nikon photography enthusiast for the past
four years, Nikonians and The Nikonian are
committed to remain your fastest route to
new business in 2004 and beyond.
The Nikonians community consists of over
20,000 passionate Nikon® photographers,
seeking equipment and accessories advice:
Over 90% of our members told us that they
purchased camera equipment after visiting
our site.
Advertise with us: Newsletters, eZine,
banners and more. We help you with
your focused campaign. We are always
interested in reviewing any photography
related equipment and software. Interested
manufacturers may contact us.
Don’t hesitate, get in touch with us today:
http://www.nikonians.org/contact.html

•

•
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The exclusive Nikonians ID card
is available to Gold and Platinum
Members only. See page 6 for more
information.

The 4th Anniversary of Your Nikonians
April 2004 marked the 4th anniversary of
Nikonians. It is time to reflect on the short,
but eventful history of “The Worldwide
Home for Nikon Photographers.”
The founders of Nikonians, J. Ramón Palacios
(jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs), met in online
photography discussion forums in 1999.
They both believed that Internet discussion
forums were often pretty rude, the tone of
the messages exchanged often not polite
at all and frequently wrong. In a nutshell, a
specialized site with real community spirit
was missing.
Ironically, in 2000, the year of mass
extinctions of dotcoms, the tremendous
success story of Nikonians officially began.
In early 2000 Bo and JRP had created a nonpublic alpha Nikonians version and shortly
afterwards 26 beta users were helping out
in evaluating the site. Nikonians officially
became accessible to the public end of April
2000.
Since then, Nikonians has been growing
continuously. At the first anniversary in April
2001 the community was 2,600 members
strong. In November 2003 15,000 members
from over 100 nations were represented at
Nikonians. Nikonians had to switch to faster
and bigger servers several times to keep up
with the rapid growth of the community. At
the closing of this edition of The Nikonian,
there are almost 20,000 registered members
from 120 countries.
In addition to the “faceless” interaction in
the discussion forums, Nikonians organized
several events where Nikonians got a chance
to meet face-to-face, such as our meeting
in Brussels, Belgium in December 2003 and
the photo trips to North Carolina in 2001,
Utah in 2002, and Manitoba in 2003, with
an upcoming 4th Annual Nikonians Photo
Adventure Trip to Colorado this October..

What started out as a “simple” discussion
forum has turned into an invaluable
resource about Nikon gear and photography
in general. Today Nikonians features:
“Discussion Forums” where members can
find detailed answers to all their questions.
“Resources” with extensive articles on Nikon
and non-Nikon products, the most extensive
photo glossary, bookshelves, and how-toguides. “Members Galleries” where members
can share their images and receive feedback.
And one of the most recent additions, the
“Photo Pro Shop” which offers thoroughly
researched, tested and then recommended
high quality products.
Read about the history of Nikonians in detail
here:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/genesis.html

and some general info here:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/index.html

•

Shooting Fireworks Displays

Learn the secrets to capturing the beauty
and color of fireworks by visiting our online
guide to successfully shooting fireworks.
Written by Nikonian Lyle Stavast (lstavast)
the article can be found here:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/guides/
fireworks/fireworks1.html

•
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Nikonian Membership Levels
Nikonians offers several levels of

membership. Of course there is the free
membership, but we invite you to enjoy
the fun and benefits of Silver (Gold, and
Platinum) membership. Not only do you
contribute to support the cost of keeping
Nikonians operational, but you also receive
your own space in the Member Galleries
to share your pictures. That is in addition
to posting your pictures in the forums for
helpful critique or for sharing. Depending on
the membership level you also benefit from
discounted access to Nikonians Events and
Workshops.
Please, refer to the following list for a
detailed summary of membership benefits:

Free Membership

Free of charge. You can access the forums,
ask questions and help others by providing
information.

Silver Membership

We thank you at this level of membership
with:
+ Image Gallery. The members galleriesare
located on the high performance Nikonians
gallery server, where you can upload and
manage your own images. 15Mbyte of space
is enough to hold e.g. 200 x 75Kbyte images
or 100 x 150Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops
+ Image upload in forums
Silver Membership is 25 US Dollars per year.

Gold Membership

This membership level comes among
others with more gallery space and the new
Nikonians ID card.
+ Image Gallery like in Silver Membership,
but with 50Mbyte space, equivalent to 660 x
75Kbyte images or 330 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions and 50% off on the fee
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
+ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
The Gold Membership is 75 US Dollars per
year.

Platinum Membership

The most exclusive membership level comes
with a very large gallery, free access to
Events and Conventions and other benefits:
+ Image Gallery like in Gold Membership, but
with 200Mbyte space, equivalent to 2500 x
75Kbyte images or 1250 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Free Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
+ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
+ Nikonians ANPAT CD-ROM Collection
(currently 2 CD’s)
The Platinum Membership is 200 US Dollars
per year.
To get your Silver, Gold or Platinum
Nikonians membership, or to upgrade your
current Silver membership, please visit this
link: http://www.nikonians.org/html/membership/
index.html

•

Choose Free, Silver,
Gold, or Platinum
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Nikonians PhotoProShop
Kirk products in the Nikonians
PhotoProShop:
We are very pleased to be able to offer Kirk
Products to our customers anywhere in the
world.
L-brackets:
https://www.photoproshop.com/index.php/cPath/
21_36

Lens collars:
https://www.photoproshop.com/index.php/cPath/
21_37

Are you one of
the owners of the
new Nikon D70?
Complement your
system with the D70
Kirk L-bracket.
The Kirk D70 L-Brackets
are in stock now.
Markins Ball Heads and Camera Plates
Are you still looking
for a very robust and
lightweight ball head?
Take a look at the
Markins M10 and M20
to increase the chances
of getting “keepers”.
We are exclusive Markins distributors in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa and
also sell directly in North America from our
warehouse in Virginia.
The Markins Ball Heads are among the best
sellers in our online store:
https://www.photoproshop.com/product_info.php/
products_id/28

Another best seller is the Markins Camera
Plate PG-33:

Markins plate compatibility chart
We have compiled a simple Markins camera
plate overview document for the most
commonly used camera brands and models:
http://www.markins.de/en/markins-platecompatibility-1-en.pdf

New plates from Markins
The former plates P33U and P50U have been
replaced by two new models called PG-33
and PG-50. Same, perfect CNC tooling and
finish, but now with two additional holes for
direct strap connection - perfect for wrist
wraps and “one-hand management”.
https://www.photoproshop.com/product_info.php/
cPath/21_27/products_id/74

Titanium spikes for the Gitzo Mountaineer
1548 now available
We now have a small number of the Markins
titanium spikes TS-548 for the large Gitzo
Mountaineer 1548 carbon tripod in stock.
First come first serve.
https://www.photoproshop.com/product_info.php/
cPath/25/products_id/97

4th Annual
Nikonians Photo Adventure Tour
The ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK,
located in north central Colorado, west of
and in between the cities of Fort Collins
and Boulder is the selected destination for
the all-inclusive 4th Annual Nikonians Photo
Adventure Trip. Catch the best natural colors
there are on slide and CCD and join us this
October. See page 11.
A limited number of seats are still available.
https://www.photoproshop.com/index.php/cPath/
38

•

https://www.photoproshop.com/product_info.php/
products_id/41
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Nikonians Mayan
Expeditionary Task Force
A report on the planners trip for the
2005 Nikonian Mayan adventure
By Paul Fisher (Paul_Fisher)
In late April / early May 2004, five Nikonians
met up in the beautiful resort city of Cancun
for a week of varied and exciting photographic
activities. The participants were J. Ramon
Palacios (JRP), Chris Gray (wpgf100), Ronnie
Wright (rwwright), Tom Trujillo (trtrujillo) and
Paul Fisher (Paul_Fisher).
Ramon met each participant at the airport and
ensured we settled in at the very comfortable
Omni hotel. He was ably assisted by tour guide
and “fixer” extraordinaire Josefina Morales
(better known as “Mother”).
Each day of the week featured a new and
different experience, all superbly arranged.
Models
The first day of serious shooting began
before sunrise as we arrived at the Dolphin
Beach to be greeted by three beautiful young
ladies modelling bikinis. The beach was a
broad sweep of pure white sand fringed with
turquoise waters – a perfect location for the
shoot.
Ramon had set up an arrangement where
we had the use of the models for a day, and in
return we provided them with a portfolio of
pictures.
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The models were assisted by the manager of
the modelling agency, Francisco Rodriguez, and
a make-up artist. Once introductions were over,
we worked for a couple of hours shooting the
models in various outfits, on the sand and in the
water.
Just as we were packing up to leave, there were
screams for help from the water. Before anybody
else could react, Francisco had run down the
beach and was swimming out to rescue two
women caught in a rip. He safely got them to
shore, and modestly strolled back as if nothing
had happened.
From the beach we went to a “Mayan theme
park” called “El Rey” (“The Ruins of the King”).
Here, our original three models were joined by
several others and by a large troupe of dancers
from the folkloric dance company. The dancers
were dressed in spectacular Mayan costumes
with colourful robes and feathered headdresses.
We got some stunning images of the dancers
both with and without the bikini-clad models.
As the day went on, the dancers and models
changed costume several times, allowing us a
very wide range of shots.
It was a long day, and really quite hard work.
But it was thoroughly satisfying and we all came
away with an excellent portfolio of images.
Chichen Itza
Chichen Itza is perhaps the most famous of the
Mexican archaeological sites, with its pyramid,
temples, ball court and observatory.
During the day the site is thronged with hordes
of visitors, and tripods are banned. However,
Ramon had arranged for us to gain entry before
sunrise, and permission to bring our tripods.
It was still pitch dark when we walked from
our hotel to the site, with a heavy mist over
everything. As the light slowly broke through,
we were rewarded with many fine pictures of
the pyramid and temples.
As part of our special photography permit, we
were allowed to enter the temples and areas not
normally open to the public. This gave us some
unique viewpoints.
A further special privilege was access to the roof
of the Mayaland hotel to shoot the Observatory

Sign up now for the 2005
Nikonians Mayan Adventure

“

I returned home with a portfolio of pictures, which has my friends green with envy.
Best of all, I met face-to-face some of the wonderful members of the Nikonian community.
at sunset, and by the beam of a powerful
spotlight.
Tulum
Another famous Mayan site, this time in a
stunning cliff-top location overlooking the
crystal Caribbean turquoise waters. Again, we
had special permission to bring our tripods
onto the site, and arrived before sunrise.
The many temples and buildings in this site
again gave us some excellent pictures, and we
returned to Tulum at sunset to round out the
day’s shooting.
Cenotes
The Yucatan peninsula is underlain with
an incredible system of subterranean rivers
and caves. Where these are open to the sky,
a water hole or cenote is formed. We visited
two cenotes, travelling in some of the most
amazing prehistoric trucks I have ever seen.
One waterhole was a deep limestone cave,
complete with stalagmites and stalactites.
There were people skin diving in the
underground river. The second cenote was
open to the sky, with beautiful green foliage all
around.
Xcaret
“A total entertainment experience”. It
sounds like a cliché, but it’s true. Xcaret is a
huge theme park cum zoo. In its hundreds
of hectares we saw a replica Mayan village,
gorgeous macaws, crocodiles, jaguars making
little jaguars, brilliant costumes, performing
horses and skilful riders, and much more. The
aquarium alone is worth the price of entry.
One activity we didn’t try, but I would
recommend for the next group, is a swim
through the underground river. Make sure you
bring your bathers (swimming suits / trunks /
tongs / costume…).
After dark the activity moves to the 6000 seat
theatre for a dazzling pageant and concert.
The arrival of the Spanish was re-enacted,
together with a Mayan ball game and hockey
played with blazing balls. Singers, dancers and
more – this show was truly amazing. And the
Nikonians had front row seats.
Accommodation, meals and transport
Altogether we stayed at three different hotels,
at Cancun, Chichen Itza and Puerto Aventuras.

”

This was an excellent arrangement, which
reduced the distances to be travelled on any
given day. All the hotels were first class, with
every possible amenity.
Meals were taken at the hotels, at some
top class restaurants, and at a roadside cafe.
One particularly memorable meal included
exquisite lobster on a pirate ship.
We had the use of a large van and driver.
There was plenty of room for us all with our
gear.
Wrapping it up
A week on the Yucatan peninsula gave me a
chance to see a country I had never previously
visited. I saw incredible scenery and fascinating
ruins, and met some beautiful and charming
young women. I was exposed to a culture I had
only been vaguely aware of. I returned home
with a portfolio of pictures, which has my
friends green with envy. Best of all, I met faceto-face some of the wonderful members of the
Nikonian community.
I very much regret that I won’t be able to
attend the Nikonians Mayan Adventure in
2005. I am very jealous of the lucky Nikonians
who will be going. Make sure you do.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/workshops/

Comments from other attendees:
By Chris Gray (wpgf100)
What did I like most about the expedition?
For me that is a difficult question. But for you,
I would suggest you should make plans to
participate in the 2005 Mayan Adventure and
find out for yourself.
On one hand, the area of Mexico we visited
provided me with phenomenal photographic
opportunities. From the tiniest flower and
the breathtaking nature to the awe inspiring
Mayan ruins, it was an adventure that will
remain in my memory for a long time.
On the other hand, I had the opportunity to
socialize, learn and grow with outstanding
fellow Nikonians. This type of interaction is an
added bonus but also an integral part of any
Nikonian Photo Adventure.
So, Mexico + Nikonians = See you next year at
the 2005 Mayan Adventure.

•
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On arrival/reception day a welcome dinner
is scheduled. On departure day nothing is
scheduled except for a Continental breakfast
for those that may have the time.

Cancun, Mexico

April 2005 Tour & Workshop
“Sun, Pyramids, Live Models,
Camaraderie and Learning”

This Tour & Workshop presents the
opportunity to meet fellow Nikonians, Learn
how to shoot model photography, shoot
millenarian monuments in light conditions
seldom available due to permit restrictions,
plus relax and have a good time making new
friends while shooting wildlife
Join us to celebrate our 5th Anniversary and
Winter in the Sun at a dream destination .
Arranged as an all-included photo
expedition and workshop, (transportation /
accommodations / meals / models / tips), we
will be moving from one location to another,
staying at three different hotels to avoid too
long drives.
Extras are film, film processing, single
occupancy supplement, and whatever you
may want to bring back.
This tour and workshop is limited to a
maximum of 30 participants and could be
further reduced.
Agenda
Port of entry: CANCUN, QUINTANA ROO,
MEXICO (Airport Id code: CUN)
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We will visit Mayan archaeological sites as
no tourist sees them, at dawn/sunrise and
sunset times. We will have special permits for
early and late access, tripod use and a guide
at these off hours.
The Workshop
We have made arrangements to start the
tour with a beach fashion photography
workshop, which includes live model
portfolio photo sessions (bikinied / gowned).
Contest
A contest will be held to select the best 10
photographies for each model.
As it is now customary, a commemorative
CD-ROM will be produced with the best
shots from all participants.
Although we want these trips to be very
productive, we also want them to be
unstressed, so there should be some time
for good siestas, and a day with free time
on your own for beach strolling, swimming,
snorkeling, etc., or just laying by the pool,
maybe sipping from a coconut.
Group Size
Group size is limited to 30 and may be
reduced further.
Cost contribution
Cost contribution for this workshop will be
announced soon.
For more details or to reserve space
Please follow the link below:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/workshops/
cancun1.html

•

Photo courtesy: Rocky Mountain National Park

4th Annual Photo Adventure Trip

Rocky Mountain
National Park

October 11-17th 2004
Are you one of the many Nikonians that
loves landscape and wildlife photography,
but rarely gets the opportunity to spend
time with your craft? Have you dreamed
of spending a week where you could be at
all the right shooting locations, at the right
times, and get the best shots of your life?
Do you enjoy the camaraderie and positive
atmosphere of Nikonians? If so, you are
personally invited to join us Oct 11-17 in
one of nature photography’s finest shooting
locations: Rocky Mountain National Park,
Colorado, USA. Needless to say, we’re pretty
excited about this year’s trip!
Here are some of the highlights:
- If you’re not familiar with Rocky Mountain
National Park, it’s one of the park service’s
crown jewels. It has a very large number
of peaks in the 13,000 and 14,000 ft (39004300m) range and includes the highest
continuous paved road in the United States
- Trail Ridge Road. Rocky Mountain National
Park offers crystalline mountain lakes, alpine
vistas where you can see for miles and miles,
and a broad range of wildlife. Frequently
seen animals include elk, moose, beaver, deer,
marmots, mountain goats and many types of
birds.
- We’ll be staying for six nights at a peaceful,
scenic location just outside of Estes Park,
CO (one of the most popular destinations in
Colorado). We’ve arranged for this to be an
all-inclusive experience. Food and lodging
will be covered as well as shuttle service to
and from the Denver Airport (the closest
major airport). In addition, transportation
to all the shooting locations is also included.
We’re making this easy and pleasant for you!
- We’ll be in the park during a period of
time that most tourists miss, which will make

getting those perfect shots much easier.
We should have some fall color, but more
importantly, our trip dates will align well with
the elk rutting season. That means the elk
herds will be alive with the sound of bugling
- an experience you’ll never forget. Although
we shouldn’t have any major snow storms
and the weather should be nice, there’s a
chance of some light dustings of snow in the
morning, which can be incredibly beautiful
on the peaks and surrounding areas.
- This will be a trip organized around the
needs of photographers. We’ll get you to
the best locations, at the best times, and
allow you the time to get the shots you
want. We’ve made arrangements for quick
turnaround processing for both C41 and
E6 film in Estes Park, so you’ll have quick
feedback on your results. We’ll have a
dedicated conference room for our use
where we’ll hold learning sessions and
critiques for those that want them (always
voluntary!). Our learning sessions will
include things you can directly apply to
your shots at Rocky Mountain National Park
- good examples include safe and respectful
wildlife stalking, use of grad filters, and how
to manage light. We’ll develop the rest of the
topics based on your needs and will solicit
your ideas over the next months. Beginners
as well as experienced photographers will
benefit from the topics and discussions.
A deposit right now may still secure your
spot on this trip. We’re limiting the number
of people who can register to preserve the
quality of this experience, so don’t wait!
Details can be found in the 4th ANPAT
discussion area, and payments can be made
through our Nikonians Pro Shop.
The 4th ANPAT forum can be found here:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/workshops/

•
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Jeff Bishop (JBish130)
I like to build things, as
I enjoy working with my
hands. It doesn’t matter
what it is, mechanical,
electrical, or even
carpentry. I mention this,
because so much of my
camera and studio gear is
‘make shift.’
Once I learned how to modify AI lenses myself,
I began collecting old non-AI lenses and
modifying them. This allows me to use high
quality classic Nikkor glass at a fraction of the
cost of used third party lenses. Plus I’m a little
more involved with my gear, there’s a little bit
of me in my lenses. All of my glass (including
the AIS 105 f/2.5 and Nikkor Teleconverter)
has only cost me about $700, so it’s very
economical too!
I use older bodies, but I love them all, the EM,
a couple of FG’s, and the FE2, as well as an old
Rangefinder and some old TLRs.
It doesn’t matter if I’m taking photos, working
with Photoshop, or in the darkroom, Nikonians
has been a God-send for me! While I have
studied volumes on photography, I really like
the direct, easy to understand critique and
instruction I get from my fellow Nikonians. I
also like the fast response!
I utilize the website as much as possible
(usually on a daily basis), and communicate
with some of the users via email also.
My studio shots, which have improved
dramatically recently, is a direct result of
individual Nikonians who have taken the time
to walk me through, and help me understand
studio lighting. My studio work is as much
theirs as it is mine.
I do my best to welcome new users and
critique the work of others. A recent post
referenced my critique as “no holds barred”
which amused me. I try to be as accurate and
optimistic as I can, to give back as much to
Nikonians as I have received.

•
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Kathleen Stein (simplify)
I am a “stay at home Mom”
who started selling “local
interest” photographs in
the Rural Mountains of
Virginia for extra pocket
money in 2001. I have
always loved photographs
and thought it would be
an enjoyable experience
to combine a new hobby
along with a way to make my very own money
to support it. I did not realize how “bad” I really
was until I joined Nikonians! I have grown and
learned so much in the Community and will
forever be grateful to all of our members who
willingly shared their knowledge and expertise
with such a beginner.
My current gear consists of a Nikon D100 and
a Nikon FM2n. For work I shoot digital and for
pleasure I shoot Tri-X and develop it myself. My
work is processed in Photoshop CS and printed
on an Epson 7600 using the Ultra-Chrome Ink
System. I am very satisfied with my equipment.
Nikonians taught me about the printing. I had
a 1280 when I joined the group and learned
it is not good if you want your prints to last.
Nikonians taught me how to make the best use
of the settings on my D100 and how to use it for
different situations. I have really struggled with
many SLR & D-SLR “issues” and there was always
a friendly Nikonian to respond with some good
advice on how to solve each problem I faced.

Here is a recent photo of one of our “Landmarks”
called Humpback Bridge. This is a covered
bridge built almost 200 years ago with no
middle supports. I believe it is the only one like
it in the world. It is very famous here and it is the
“most sold” photograph in my collection!

•

Nikonians
in the NEWS!
Hans Pahlen (hanspahlen)
I have been into photography
since the early 1970’s. I started
with a Nikon Ftn and later I
got a Leica M4 as well. I was
employed as photographer at a
big car factory and later I went
freelance. I changed career
to computers in the early
1980’s and since then I am an
“advanced amateur”. My wife is a journalist so
I take some pictures to illustrate her stories, as
well as pictures used at my job.
I like the type of photography represented
by Henri Cartier-Bresson (HCB), as well as
documentary and travel. I take my best
pictures when travelling to new places, mainly
pictures of the local people in their daily life.
My style is a mix of street photography and the
HCB tradition.

Congratulations to these
newsworthy Nikonians:
Nikonian PJ Tom Boné wins 11 awards
from the “North Carolina Press
Association”...
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=read_count&om=394&forum=D
CForumID64&viewmode=threaded

Nikonian Steve Guyer makes it into the
online “Sports Illustrated” desk...
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=read_count&om=404&forum=D
CForumID48&viewmode=threaded

Nikonians Jeroen Krol and Marsel van
Oosten get published in “Practical
Photography” in the UK …
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/
DCForumID38/2175.html

•

Nikonian Webring
I went digital as the D2H arrived, and results
were so good that I recently bought a D70
as well. Those are the cameras I use today,
while my F4E and M-Leicas are resting in the
cupboard. The D70 will be my travel camera,
together with 20-35-50 mm prime lenses and a
SB800 flash. That is all I need for travel, and this
small equipment is inspired by my use of Leica
Ms.
I was happy to find the Nikonians. Most of my
equipment questions are answered there, and
I also get inspiration from the work of others
as well as looking at the member’s galleries. I
also bought the best camera straps I have ever
used at the Nikonians shop. They really save
my neck when using heavy equipment. But
I would not bring my D2H on a vacation trip,
unless I am planning a photographic project
that needs 2 bodies and zoom lenses.

•

The Official Nikonians Webring
We have set up a Nikonians Webring for
all of you with your own photo website.
Increase your traffic and get reviewed by
the Nikonians Team. Soon, the Nikonians
Webring Website of the Month will be
featured on our homepage.
http://www.nikonians.org/ringlink/index.html

We only accept personal websites owned
by Nikonians, that is, you must be a
member of the Nikonians community prior
to registering your site in the webring and
we do not accept commercial listings.

•
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Forum in focus: Photojournalism

©spguyer

The Photojournalism forum is a unique
blend of thoughts, ideas and discussions that
span the range of Nikonian topics from the
perspective of “heavy users”.
There is a common misconception that the
forum is only for working photojournalists.
Senior moderators Tom (flashdeadline) and
Lela (owl) work hard to dispel that thought.
“Lela agrees with me on this,” said Tom
during a recent email-chat interview. “We’re
both veterans of the business, and both have
done our share of instructional work. This
is a forum with an open door policy, and
some of our best discussions have come
from questions asked by non-PJs.” Tom says
the open door policy was what caught his
attention in the first place.
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“As Lela and I individually located Nikonians
in separate searches for information it was a
natural for us to check out the PJ forum, which
was then in the excellent hands of a gifted
free-lancer in Canada, John (Newsphotog).”
John set the stage for a lively forum, sharing
newsgathering photography tips with the
same level of enthusiasm as bounce-flash
techniques.
Lela and Tom have been holding down the
fort while a third co-moderator in the forum,
Jon (ironhayden) has been less visible. “He’s
a perfect example of what happens here as
opposed to all the other forums,” said Tom.
“We’re likely to disappear for days on end as
our work deadlines crop up. The forum will be
bustling along with some interesting topic
and then go for days with no activity. But, let
me assure our fellow Nikonians that while we
may be silent for certain period of time, we’re
constantly checking up on things. Even our
old friend John pops in now and then.”
The forum’s strength is based on experiences
of Nikonians who put their equipment
through all the paces.
“Highly skilled amateur photographers
are just as likely to own or operate more
equipment than many Nikonian PJs, but
the PJs shoot in volume -- not just in the
number of frames exposed, but also in
the highly varied circumstances they find
themselves in.”

©Gathany

“

You will find the resident PJ’s are willing to share their experience with all
Nikonians, and you will also find the range of topic can stretch from “Getting
Creative” to some frank personal confessions of clumsy mistakes.

”

Also to be found are quick appraisals (as
opposed to lengthy reviews) of certain
lenses, cameras and gadgets, all from a PJ
point of view, like this discussion of the
Nikkor 24-120 being used for water action
shots:
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/
297.html

Each of the forums develops certain builtin “traditions” and the PJs are no exception.
They love it when a Nikonian pops up with
news they’ve just had something published:
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/
373.html

The forum does not consider any piece of
Nikon equipment sacred, and they have had
their share of banter over the merits of the
newer digital Nikons. Amazingly some less
than enthusiastic responses over the highly
publicized D2H “PJ Camera” stemmed from
within the PJs themselves:

©flashdeadline
Shooting for news, whether it’s feature work
or spot coverage of an event mixes many
disciplines of photography, and includes a
certain amount of familiarity of the strengths
and weaknesses of particular cameras, lenses
and accessories.
You will find the resident PJ’s are willing to
share their experience with all Nikonians,
and you will also find the range of topic can
stretch from “Getting Creative”

http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/
299.html

Consider the PJ forum a working
“newsroom” where if you step in just at the
right time you’ll be able to share ideas with
folks who use their Nikons to make a living
-- And, be forewarned—if you step in at the
wrong time, you might find everybody out
covering an assignment. Just leave them a
note — they’ll be back.

•

http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/
392.html

to some frank personal confessions of
clumsy mistakes:
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/
367.html

All are shared with the intention of helping
others learn from both the successes, as well
as failures of our members.

©Covey22
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Philippe Clément
(Photophil)
offers ten tips
for capturing
quality images
of wildlife.

Tip #1. Most animals have a “fear circle”
around them. If you enter that circle,
they are inclined to take flight (or fight).
Unfortunately, you need to be within that
fear circle in order to take frame-filling
photos. So, take plenty of time, avoid eyecontact and don’t approach the animal
directly, Act as not being interested in them.
Once you get close enough, talk to them in a
calm voice.

Photophil is a nature photographer and
climbing instructor based in Belgium. He has
traveled all over the world in search of subjects
and has a wealth of knowledge which he shares
as Nikonians moderator of Shooting Issues /
Wildlife Photography. To view more of Philippe’s
work visit www.wildeyes.be.

Tip #2. Take great care about your
backgrounds. Move around! Especially when
working with big lenses, only stepping aside
a few feet can provide you a totally different
and perhaps more pleasing background.
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Tip #3. For those with smaller lenses:
making strong pictures of animals in their
environment is often more challenging
than shooting a frame-filler. If your subject
looks small in the frame, make sure it fits in a
composition of interesting shapes.

Tip #7. Back off immediately when a moose
turns and points its antlers towards you. It’s
very important that you learn the subtle sign
language of potentially dangerous animals.
And never cut off an animal’s escape route
- for their safety and your own.

Tip #4. Take great care when you approach
black bears. Personally, I am more scared of
the relatively smaller black bears than of the
big grizzlies. They look cute, but can be very
aggressive, especially when defending their
young. Keep your backpack on at all times
to protect your back in case of an attack. Not
that I want to scare you guys but you never
know. Don’t drop and play dead when a
black bear attacks, but fight back.

Tip #8. If the light is poor and you need to
shoot with your lens wide open, make sure
at least the animal’s eyes are in focus.
Tip #9. Avoid double catch lights in the
subject’s eyes when you use fill flash, one of
the sun and one from the flash.
Tip #10. Black or white animals are difficult
to expose correctly. Meter on a neutral tone
like grass or rocks and if they allow you
plenty of time, bracket by 1/3 stops.

•

Tip #5. Slide film is cheap. When you expect
great action and you notice you’re left with
only a couple of frames, don’t be stingy,
change film while you can. Nothing worse
than having to change film in the midst of
heavy action. Or carry two bodies. Get into
the habit of reloading film as soon as a roll is
exposed.
Tip #6. If you know the photo opportunity
will be brief when the lighting is tricky, work
out the exposure before the animal steps
into your frame.
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Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob)

One of benefits of being either a Gold, Silver, or
Platinum member of Nikonians is having access to a
personal image gallery, which is located at the high
performance Nikonians gallery server. At the gallery,
members can upload and manage their own images.
Beginning with this issue of the eZine, we will be
featuring the works of three Nikonians. For this
particular issue, we are pleased to choose the work of
three photographers:
Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob)
Philippe Clément (Photophil)
Marsel van Oosten (Marsel)
18

Explanations and techniques appear on the next page.

Philippe Clement (Photophil)

Marsel van Oosten (Marsel)
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Remembering the Sacrifice -

Porcelain Fungus –

Top Left, page 18

Top Right, page 19

by Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob)

by Philippe Clement (Photophil)

This image was carefully planned by
Bob, and much to his satisfaction, it
came out the way he first envisioned
it in his mind. He wanted an image
that conveyed honor and respect for
those who have died in battle. The
image was taken at dawn in February
as a double exposure. Bob used a –0.5
exposure compensation for the statues
and no compensation for the Wall, after
trying several other combinations. For
the Wall, an aperture of f/16 was used,
while for the statues, Bob opened up
the aperture to f/5.6. For Bob, one of
the most gratifying things about this
photograph is that when he picked up
the initial prints, the store he used asked
if they could display a 20x30 print in
that store. Of course, Bob gave them his
permission. One person commented
that the soldiers look like they are
searching for their own names. After
taking thousands of photographs, Bob
maintains that this one remains his
personal favorite.
Technical summary:
Nikon F100, Nikkor 28-200mm
Fuji NPZ 160 rated at 320
-0.5 exposure compensation for statues
and none for Wall f/5.6 for statues and
f/16 for Wall

This photograph was taken early one
morning in September, amidst a forest
in Luxemburg. Photophil visits the same
surrounding location annually as he
feels that it offers great photographic
opportunities, especially when the
forest is covered in mist. However, on
this particular day, mist was not to be
found, and Photophil was not particularly
enthusiastic about taking pictures of
trees. But as luck (and a good eye) would
have it, he spotted these photogenic
porcelain mushrooms, and decided to use
them as a foreground subject.
Instead of using a macro lens, Photophil
opted for his 20-35mm lens to show
the fungus in its habitat. A homemade
reflector was used to bounce some light
back to the shaded areas. For ease of
composition and to prevent camera
shake due to the long shutter speed he
required, Photophil used a tripod.
Technical summary:
Nikon F4s, Tokina 20-35mm f/2.8
Fuji Sensia 100
Tripod
Homemade reflector
Cable release

•
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•

Angry Macaque –
Bottom Right, page 19

by Marsel van Oosten (Marsel)
This photography was taken at
Gibraltar, which is a small peninsula at
the south of Spain. It is the only place
left in Europe where primates still live
in the wild. The Macaques all live on
the only mountain of Gibraltar, so in
order to see them, one has to scale the
mountain. Fortunately, the animals are
relatively tame and are used to humans,
and Marsel was therefore able to leave
his 80-400mm lens in the car (to lighten
the load no doubt) and took his 20200mm and his 20-40mm zooms.
When Marsel spotted a group of
Macaques walking on a wall alongside
the road, he approached them
carefully, as they can be aggressive,
but he soon realized that they did
not seem bothered by his presence.
Marsel (courageously!) removed the
20-200mm lens from his F100 and
mounted the 20-40mm. Because
he had a great view of the harbour
of Gibraltar from where he was
standing, he decided to go for a wide

angle composition with the Macaques
off-center in the foreground and the
harbour in the background. He then set
a small aperture for maximum depth of
field and with his lens at 20mm, slowly
moved towards the large male of the
group. Marsel chose a low viewpoint due
to some distracting vegetation in the
background. As the light was harsh at
that time, he also attached his SB-28 to
fill in the shadows and to lift the subject
from the background. He usually sets the
flash to –1.7EV for fill flash, but this time
he also took some shots at full power
because: a) he wanted to separate the
subject from the background; b) he had
a Stofen diffuser attached to the flash;
and c) a wide angle was utilized. The shot
with the highest amount of flash setting
proved to be the one that Marsel liked
most.
Technical summary:
Nikon F100, 20-40mm
SB-28
Diffuser

•

Choose Gold, or Platinum
The exclusive Nikonians
ID card is available to
Gold and Platinum Members.
See page 6 for more information.
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The first day with the D70:
Turning on the heat.

By Andreas Voigt, (spacer)
Beep, beep, beep! I hit the snooze button
on the alarm clock and check the time. It
is four o’clock in the morning. There is no
mercy for landscape photographers! After
five minutes the alarm kicks in again and I
somehow manage to get myself out of bed.
Checking and preparing your gear in the
evening before will save valuable minutes
early in the morning. I grab my photobag
and tripod and drive the few miles from
Furnace Creek Ranch to Zabriskie Point
(Death Valley, USA). It is only a short walk
from the parking lot and I set up my tripod
at the viewpoint. The Gitzo G1228 with the
Markins M10 Ballhead is a great combo for
my lenses ranging from the Nikkor 17-35
mm f2.8 AF-S to the Nikkor 70-200 mm f2.8
AF-S VR. To start with, I pick the D70 with
Kirk L-bracket and 17-35 mm lens.
The D70 arrived in the mail as backup for
my D100 just a few days before I left for
the Southwest of the United States and
I am planning to give my new camera a
serious workout over the next couple of
weeks. When I took the D70 out of the
box I felt immediately at home. Before the
D100 I used an F100. The transition was
no problem at all. No more memorizing of
custom functions. The D100 has the custom
functions nicely organized in a menu
accessible through the LCD screen on the
back. The D70 adds a short description to
each custom function accessible via a help
button. Initially, I preferred the smaller, more
elegant and “pro” looking font of the D100
menus, but I soon discovered that the D70
font style is easier to read in bright sunlight.
A little bit problematic is the superimposed
picture data in the preview function. The
D100 font is cleaner.
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It is still a while before the sun is going to
rise. The moon is low on the horizon and
the stars are still shining in the sky. I live in
the New York City area and visiting Death
Valley is always an amazing experience. On a
moonless night, the Milky Way appears much
closer, brighter and more populated with
stars. It is very peaceful out here. Absolutely
calm and quiet. The air feels nice and cool.
But I know that it is a treacherous peace. In a
few hours the wind is going to pick up and
blast the area with speeds up to 25 mph (40km/h)
and the temperature is expected to hit well
above 100 F (38 C) later in the day.
The file sequence counter on the D70 shows
only 21. I did not have any time to test the
D70 before I left for the photo trip, but I was
confident that Nikon would have delivered
another great camera. All the buttons appear
to be very intuitive.
Custom Settings
I flip through the menu and make sure the
custom setting menu (CSM) is set to detailed,
so that all 26 custom settings are available. I
make a few changes to the default settings. I
turn ON the File No. Seq.
One thing I noticed when I first powered up
the D70 is that it beeps to indicate “in-focus”.
I do not like beeping cameras. Especially not
in the outdoors, when I like to enjoy nature
without calling the attention of predators. CS
1 OFF takes care of that ‘problem’.

“

Initially designated as a backup body, the D70
became my main body within a single day of shooting.

”

Badwater, Death Valley National Park, Nikon D70, 1/200 sec, f/16.

CS 2 toggles between single-servo AF (AFS) and continuous-servo AF (AF-C). Some
photographers might not like that those
options are only available through the CS
menu. It does not bother me, since I always
shoot either in AF-C or M. The focus-mode
selector for quick selection of manual (M)
and autofocus (A) is still located at the front
of the body.
CS 8 turns on the Grid Display in the
viewfinder.
CS 17 enables wrap-around of the focus
area selectors.
I make sure ISO sensitivity is set to the
lowest setting (ISO 200) and I select RAW
format (compressed NEF). The D70 offers
JPEG fine, JPEG normal, JPEG basic, RAW, and
RAW + JPEG basic. But for the highest degree
of freedom in post processing I shoot always
in RAW format. Being able to adjust the
white balance, some exposure correction,
and 12-bit data are the main benefits.
The silence of the night is disturbed by
the sound of a car engine. Within a couple
of minutes some fellow photographers
arrive to catch the early morning light. To
the east the sky is becoming lighter and a
slight breeze is beginning to pick up. It is a
pleasant cool morning breeze. Not like the
hostile conditions that persist throughout
the day.
I reach for my bag and grab my new favorite
gadget – the ML-L3 wireless remote control.
Do you think you are a lucky person because
you managed to get a D70 shortly after they
hit the market? Think again and try to get
hold of a ML-L3. Thank God for free 1-800

phone numbers and ‘hundreds-of-freeminutes’ cell phone calling plans. I must have
called every single camera store in the US
before I managed to receive one in the mail
on the day I left for the airport.
My ‘old’ D100 came with a connector for a
manual cable release and I was very much
opposed of the idea of switching to an
electronic remote control. But after a couple
of thousand shots I believe, that it is the best
remote release system I have used so far.
Marginally more expensive than a manual
cable release, but a far cry from the rather
expensive wire remote control MC-30 for the
F100.
Especially when shooting panoramas
I found the ML-L3 to be much more
convenient. No more reaching for the
cable release after you rotate the camera.
You might want to change CS 25 (remote
mode timeout) from the default setting of 1
minute to the highest setting of 15 minutes.
Otherwise the camera will switch back to
whichever mode (single frame or continuous
mode) was used last within 1 minute and
you have to select remote mode again. I wish
there would be an option to keep the D70
in remote mode permanently even when
the camera is turned off and back on. In
addition the detection angle of the receiving
sensor may need improvement. The angle
is too narrow and was apparently designed
for triggering the shutter from a location in
front of the camera.
Continued next page
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“

The D70 performed flawlessly in the dark slot canyons
with exposures in the range of several seconds.
On that morning in Death Valley I managed
to take some “nice” pictures with the 17-35
mm wide angle zoom showing my hand
holding the remote in front of the camera. It
would be convenient to have an additional
sensor on the back of the camera.
The sun is rising above the horizon and
starts illuminating the mountains far across
the valley to the west. The subdued pastel
like colors of the landscape before dawn
are being replaced by more intense vibrant
colors. It is always a marvelous experience
when the light of the golden hour is working
its magic. Actually, “golden hour” is a vast
overstatement at that time of the year in
Death Valley. In early May, the sun rises fast
above the horizon and the golden glow
lasts merely minutes. I have to work quickly
to capture those special moments of the
early morning desert landscape. Especially
the strong side lighting which creates
long and deep shadows and enhances the
three dimensional texture of the landscape
surrounding Manly Beacon at Zabriskie
Point.
The right gear is essential to keep up with
the fast changing lighting conditions. A
quick release system is a must. I use the
Markins M-10 ballhead with quick release
shoe. In combination with the Kirk-L bracket
I can quickly change between horizontal
and vertical composition. The M-10 has a
drop notch for tilting the camera to a vertical
position, but that would shift the center of
gravity to a less stable setup. With the Lbracket the center of gravity remains in the
center. Before I could use the Nikkor 70-200
mm AF-S VR in my system I had to make
its quick release ready and I replaced the
original Nikon tripod foot with the Kirk LP-45
foot / quick release lens plate.
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”

The short morning and the great distances
in Death Valley allow me to capture only one
location at sunrise. Nevertheless I head south
to Badwater – the lowest point in the United
States. 282 feet below sea level. The light
will not be perfect anymore but still more
pleasing than the harsh light later in the day.
To my surprise the location has changed
dramatically since I have been there a few
years ago. The National Park Management
has built a pier to protect the fragile salt
crust. In addition, the small ‘lake’ has turned
into nothing more than a puddle. No more
shots with reflections of the mountains in
the water – the pier would be in the way
anyhow.
I decide to take a couple of panorama shots.
That is the situation where I first notice
the D70’s incredible speed. For panorama
pictures I rotate and capture several frames
within a few seconds. I shoot compressed
raw format and the D70 is always ready to
take the next picture. In similar situations
with my D100 using uncompressed raw file

Cactus, Arches National Park,
Nikon D70, 1/160 sec, f/9.

“

The D70’s write speed is so fast that I have not lost a single picture so far.

Delicate Arch, Arches National Park,
Nikon D70, Wratten 87C filter, 3 sec, f/7.1.

format I had to wait for a few seconds once
in a while. I tried compressed raw format on
the D100 only once and avoided it like the
plague from that moment on. It takes forever
to write the buffer to the card.
Talking about writing pictures from the
buffer to the card. In my first weeks with the
D100 I lost several pictures because once the
D100 is switched off, only the current picture
being written to the card will be completed.
All remaining pictures in the buffer will be
lost. The D70’s write speed is so fast that I
have not lost a single picture so far.
A few days later: The D70 has replaced the
D100 as main body.
A couple of days later I am sitting at Delicate
Arch in Arches National Park and waiting for
the sunset. On my way to Arches National
Park I stopped in Page, Arizona for a visit
to the Antelope Slot Canyons. The D70
performed flawlessly in the dark slot canyons
with exposures in the range of several
seconds. One major advantage of digital
over film is the instant feedback through the
preview and histogram function. Especially
in difficult shooting conditions like the slot
canyons, the preview takes a lot of guessing
out of the workflow. Also, the wireless
remote ML-L3 was able to play out its full
potential. In order to protect the camera

”

against the fine sand in the canyons I had
the camera fully enclosed in a plastic bag
with a view hole taped to the protective UV
filter. I was able to trigger the shutter without
having to reach for a mechanical release
under the plastic bag. Another significant
advantage is the approximately 180
compressed raw files per 1 GB compact flash
card (see more on page 27). I cannot imagine
that I will ever again deal with the hassle of
changing film after every 36th frame.
It is already the fourth day in a row I have
been hiking up to Delicate Arch. I had no
luck with the sunsets in the previous days.
Each day, right before sunset, clouds covered
the sun. At 3 o’clock clouds start to move
in again - a bad omen. But I decide to make
the best out of the situation and explore
the capabilities of the D70 for infrared (IR)
photography. Partially cloudy skies usually
make for some great IR photos. As it turns
out a Wratten 87C IR filter delivers quite
decent black & white pictures after post
processing in Photoshop.
It is still a couple of hours until sunset and
I take the time to play around with the D70.
One of the things I am not so fond of is the
viewfinder. While most of the necessary info
is bright and clear, the eyepoint got reduced
from 24 mm (D100) to 18 mm (D70). But after
a day of shooting I got used to the D70’s
viewfinder.
The D70 does not come with a mirror lockup or mirror pre-release. I managed without
any of these feature on my F100 and do not
miss those options too much, but I hope
Nikon could be able to fix that issue with a
firmware upgrade. Apart from that, the Nikon
engineers have put some serious brainpower
into improving the handling of the D70
compared to the already awesome
Continued next page
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“

”

The flash sync of up to 1/500s is already worth the upgrade to the D70 / SB800 combo.

D100. It starts with minute changes such
as selecting the metering mode (3D color
matrix, center weighted or spot metering).
On other camera models like the D100 or
F100 the metering mode switch is located
next to the flash hot shoe. The D70 offers
quicker change of the metering mode using
the command dial plus metering mode
button. I just wish the metering mode would
be displayed in the viewfinder.
One of the best improvements is the
procedure for ISO sensitivity selection.
Changing of ISO sensitivity on the D100 was
only possible via a combination of the main
command dial and mode selector dial. Once
you were in the process of changing the ISO
the camera was locked and you could not
take any pictures until you switched back
to either one of the shooting modes. I lost
countless pictures because I forgot to switch
back to shooting mode. The D70 is always
ready to take a picture! ISO is changed by
pressing the sensitivity button (ISO) next to
the LCD on the back and rotating the main
command dial. The D70 is ready to take a
picture once you tip the shutter release
button. Since my first day with the D70 in
Death Valley I am totally hooked and did not
use the D100 again.
Earlier that day I took some pictures of cacti
with the new SB800 flash. I sincerely hope
that Nikon has heard of the “Three strikes
and you are out” rule. For my F100 I bought
the SB28, for the D100 I bought the SB80DX,
and now for the D70 I bought the SB800.
Nikon Marketing must be very pleased with
me as role model customer, but I hope that
i-TTL is the end of the odyssey. Once you
manage to look behind the hole in your
budget you can fully enjoy the benefits of
Nikon’s great new i-TTL flash system. The
flash sync of up to 1/500s is already worth

the upgrade to the D70 / SB800 combo. Here
is a little teaser: One of the upcoming issues
of “The Nikonian” is going to feature Nikon’s
new speedlights.
Just for the record, the sky got completely
covered with clouds by sunset.
Change of speed.
I am back home and I just saw Nikon’s
new TV commercial for the D70. A rhino is
roaming through a residential neighborhood
and a lucky guy is capturing the action with
“the fastest camera in its class”. I am getting
ready to conduct a speed performance test
on my own. What better place to test AF
speed and write speed than New York City
with its many parades. I am not looking for
8fps and 40 frame buffer situations. You
might want to grab a D2H and head out to a
car or bike race for high performance action.
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Balanced Rock, Arches National Park,
Nikon D70, 1/125 sec, f/10.

“

I did not miss a single shot as a result of a full buffer.
I am absolutely thrilled about the D70’s write performance.
Autofocus – my only real issue with the D70.
Regardless the fact that the D70 is the best
low priced DSLR currently on the market,
CAM900 autofocus system does not belong
into a $1000 camera. Whenever – which did
not happen often - I missed a shot with the
D100 it was either because the buffer was
still full or the auto focus failed to lock or
was too slow. Both the D100 and D70 come
with the CAM900 AF system. Consequently,
I am still missing the same small percentage
of shots due to the AF system. With my old
F100 I nailed almost every shot. I am amazed
about the vast difference between CAM900
and the CAM1300 in the F100. For the most
part, the AF on the D70 is not bad at all,
you just need to learn its limits in action
situations.
Now the even better news. I did not miss
a single shot as a result of a full buffer. I am
absolutely thrilled about the D70’s write
performance. And I am talking about raw file
format here. With JPEG file format you can
keep going and going.
Another improvement on the D70 is
reduced shutter lag. I never considered
shutter lag to be a problem on the D100, but
the first time I pressed the shutter release
button on the D70 I learned the meaning
of almost no shutter lag. Astounding! There
could be a little bit more resistance from the
point of pressing the shutter release button
halfway to the point of shutter release. I took
me a couple of frames to get used to it. But
since it is digital I did not have to pay for the
learning curve. Startup time is insignificant.
Turn the switch to ON and you are ready to
go.
The “remaining frames counter” in raw
format causes some irritation. It displays a
very conservative number in the range of
half of the actual frames left.
Today is Puerto Rican Day Parade -one of
the biggest parades in Manhattan. Loud,
crazy, traffic jams, crammed with people, one

”

Puerto Rican Day Parade, New York City,
Nikon D70, 1/320 sec, f/3.5.

big endless party over the city. The floats
keep coming and coming.
I just ran into the situation where the
CF card is almost full with only 4 frames
remaining and one of the next floats features
Miss Puerto Rico. Of course, I have to get that
shot. In those situations where every second
counts you really appreciate the love for
detail of the Nikon engineers. The D70’s CF
compartment is equipped with a nice big CF
card eject button. Not like the D100’s little
metal thingy you have to fiddle around with.
In addition, the compartment feels more
solid and has some rubber sealing. Got the
shot!
Battery life is excellent. When shooting
raw format in combination with the 70-200
VR and VR ON I get more than 500 frames.
Another neat feature is the “auto rotate”
option for vertical shots.
The conclusion after more than 5000
shots: The D100 is a great camera and I
loved using it until I picked up the D70.
Initially designated as backup body, the D70
became my main body within a single day
of shooting. With all the minor and major
improvements Nikon pushed the envelope
even further towards perfection and –
amazingly- at a lower price.
Congratulations.

•
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Nikkor AF-S VR 200 f/2 IF-ED

Delivering the digital image

equivalent of a 300mm f/2
AF-S VR, this lens appears to
begeared for sports and
nature photography. At
2.9kg (6.4lbs), and when
used with the new TC-17E II,
this lens becomes a small,
light and compact DX 510mm
f/3.3 equivalent or with the TC-20E II a 600mm
f/4 that could be hand held . At an estimated
cost of 4500 Euro (US $5400), it lowers the
entry point to longer focal length lenses.
An even bigger innovation is the use of
“Super ED glass”. The new coating promises
increased contrast and reduced levels of
aberrations over current ED glass. This will
especially prove important when shooting
wide open. The lens has been released.

•
Nikkor AF-S VR 200-400mm
f/4 IF-ED

Much like the original MF

AIS version, this is a lens on
its way to become a legend
among the Nikon’s line-up
of superb design.
Re-designed for today’s
challenges, this lens
incorporates a Silent
Wave Motor, Vibration
Reduction, Autofocus
lock and memory preset setting as well as a
constant f/4 throughout
the extremely useful focal
range. Minimum focus
range is an impressive
2m (6.2ft) but at 3.2kg (7.1lbs) it is not a lens
you want to be handholding for a long time.
The weight might be due to the 24 elements
(4 are ED) in 17 groups, but the formula
has proven a superb combination delivering
astonishing, sharp, saturated images. For
the digital photographer, this lens provides
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a constant f/4 300-600mm lens without
the need of a teleconverter. We are sure to
see this lens combined with the D2H in the
sidelines at this year Olympics. A couple
of Nikonians team members already have
jumped to get one of this beauties and will
very soon have a full review. The street price
of this lens is close to $5500 USD.

Teleconverter TC-17E II

•

To join the teleconverter family,

the new TC-17E II has 1.7x focal
multiplier while only reducing
the lens minimum aperture
to 1.5 stops. Typically, the light
penalty is the same as the focal
multiplier, but not so with the TC-17E II. The
TC maintains the same compatibility of
other TCs in its class, providing autofocus
with all AF-S lenses and metering with most
other lenses. Slightly larger than the TC-14E
II, the TC-17E II is bound to find its way into
many Nikonians’ camera bags. The TC-17E II
is available already in several countries but
awaiting introduction in the US. The cost in
Canada is $540 CND.

Coolpix 8700

•

Ranked number
one digital EVF
camera in the July/
August edition of
“American Photo”, this
8 megapixel wonder
can now deliver
bigger punch and resolutions than ever
before. The 8x zoom (35-280mm f/2.8-4.2
equivalent in 35mm) provides an incredible
usable range that can be expanded to 7mm
fisheye all the way to 420mm with the use
of accessories and converter lenses. The lens
includes two ED lens elements to minimize
chromatic aberration. A new software feature
to the Coolpix family is the introduction of
the flexible and efficient NEF file format. The
Coolpix 8700 is available now for just under
$1,000 USD.

•

“

”

New lenses, cameras and more from our favorite maker.

SB-600 AF Speedlight

To complement the SB-800

Nikon D2H

in the Advanced Wireless
Lighting system, the SB-600
can be positioned as one of
multiple remote flashes as
a remote speedlight. With
a guide number of 30/98
[ISO100 m/ft] and a zoom
range of 17-85 with the use
of the built-in wide flash adapter, this flash
provides Auto FP High-Speed Sync while
optimizing white balance when used with
the D2H. It supports i-TTL, D-TTL, TTL and
Manual operations making it compatible
with the entire range of Nikon cameras. The
SB-600 is available now with a street price of
$250 USD.

•
CoolWalker MSV-01

Making life a lot easier

to digital photographers
on the road, the
CoolWalker is Nikon’s
first introduction to the
digital wallet. It accepts
CompactFlash and
Microdrive devices straight from the box
(and SD cards with optional adapters). It is
capable of storing JPEG, TIFF, NEF (RAW),
Motion JPEG, and WAV formats. It is a light
(350g/12.4 oz) 30Gb device that allows
users to review pictures stored in its 2.5inch (6.35mm) colour LCD. Transferring data
between the CoolWalker and a laptop/
home computer is easily done through a
USB 2.0 cable and interface. The device can
also be hooked to a television or digital
projector, providing on the road slide-shows
making traveling a lot lighter and easier. The
CoolWalker is available already in several
countries but awaiting introduction in the
US. The cost in Canada is $660 CND.
Learn more at http://www.nikon.com

•

by Victor Newman (vfnewman)

A revolutionary advancement of the Nikon
D1 family of digital SLR’s, the D2H sports
a mind-boggling array of new feature and
improved performance.
Like the D1H, the D2H is aimed at
photojournalists and sports photographers.
But this 4 MP (2464 x 1632) camera has
found an enthusiastic following with
photographers in all disciplines.
Continued on next page
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“

The D2H is a watermark camera in the Nikon lineup.

”

Nikon D2H Continued from previous page

The above motorcycle was traveling in excess
of 140 mph.
Exceptionally fast CAM 2000 autofocus
system with 11 sensor locations:
Settings:
Lens:VR 70-200mm F/2.8 G
Focal Length: 200mm
Exposure Mode: Shutter Priority
White Balance: Auto
Metering Mode: Multi-Pattern
AF Mode: AF-C
1/180 sec - F/10
Sensitivity: ISO 200
The above eight images represent one second
at the baseball game.
A few of the notable features and
improvements of the D2H:
8 frames per second maximum frame rate:
Settings:
Lens: VR 70-200mm F/2.8 G
Focal Length: 200mm
Noise Reduction: OFF
Exposure Mode: Aperture Priority
White Balance: Auto
Tone Comp: Normal
Metering Mode: Multi-Pattern
AF Mode: AF-C
1/640 sec - F/4
Sensitivity: ISO 200
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Virtually zero long exposure noise, even
without the long-exposure noise reduction
function.
Settings:
Lens:80-200mm f/2.8 D
Focal Length: 80mm
White Balance: Color Temp. (4000 K)
Exposure Mode: Manual
AF Mode: AF-C
Metering Mode: Multi-Pattern
20 sec - f/22
Sensitivity: ISO 200
All photos on this page © Victor Newman 2004

Other new or improved features of the D2H
include:

•

The EN-EL4 Li-Ion battery, which brings
phenomenal life. 2000 exposures per
charge are not impossible.

•

A greatly improved user interface
over the D1 series cameras, with
more custom functions and shooting
options, organized in an easier-to-use
layout.

•

The D2H uses Nikon’s new i-TTL flash
system, with incredible accuracy and
repeatability, and the ability to use
multiple flashes in wireless TTL mode.

•

Renewed compatibility with non-AF
lenses

•

Incident white balance sensor
(conspicuously located on top of the
prism housing) that greatly improves
the accuracy of the auto white balance
mode.

•

Ultra-short shutter lag and mirror
blackout times of 37 and 80
milliseconds, respectively.

•

Simultaneous recording of an image in
both jpg and raw (.NEF) format

•

Wireless transmitter that can instantly
upload images from the camera to an
802.11b access point as far as 500 feet
(150m) away using the optional WA-E1.

Features like this and more have already
made the D2H a watermark camera in the
Nikon lineup.
First impressions of the upcoming in-depth
full review can be found here:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/nikon_
articles/body/d2h/index.html

•

Tamron Lenses
Tamron has recently announced a range of
new “Di” digitally integrated lenses, and these
are now coming onto the market. Nikonian
Paul Fisher had the opportunity to play with
three of these, and “has been blown away by
their optical performance and their value for
money”. Reviews are online at Nikonians.
Tamron SP AF 17-35mm f/2.8-4 Di LD
Aspherical IF Ultra
Wide Angle lens. This
is a very fine wide
angle zoom with
excellent optical
performance and
light weight. Check
Paul's galleries for some pictures taken
with this lens in Mexico.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/nonnikon_articles/tamron/17-35_f28-4/17-35_1.html

Tamron 28-75mm f/2.8 XR Di AF lens
A light weight and compact high speed
“normal” zoom. Again a very good performer
optically, but with some distortion which
would be of concern to architectural
photographers.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/nonnikon_articles/tamron/2875-f28/2875-1.html

Tamron SP AF 180mm f/3.5 Di LD [IF]
Macro 1:1 A superb macro lens with
outstanding optical performance.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/nonnikon_articles/tamron/180-f35/180-1.html

Other Tamron lenses in the news are the
updated Di version of the legendary SP
AF90mm F/2.8 1:1 Macro lens, and the
eagerly awaited SP AF200-500mm F/5-6.3
Di LD (IF). Both should be available as you
read this.
continued next page
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“

More new products, lenses, tripods and a printer from the other camera company.

Sigma lenses
Like most other lens manufacturers
Sigma is following the trend and introduces
additional lenses especially designed for
use with digital cameras. The most recent
additions to the Sigma lens line-up are two
fast (F/2.8) zooms and two macro lenses.
Sigma 24-60mm F2.8 EX DG. This compact
zoom lens is equipped with an inner focus
system which is very beneficial when using
a polarizing filter as the front lens element
does not rotate. http://www.sigmaphoto.com/
html/pages/24-60_exdg.htm

Sigma 18-50mm F2.8 EX DC. Another lens
from the EX “pro line” specifically designed
for use with digital cameras with APS size
sensor. Sigma claims excellent correction
for various types of aberration by use of
special Low Dispersion and aspherical lens
elements. In addition, Super Multi Layer
coating is supposed to reduce flare and
ghosting. The non-rotating front element
allows convenient work with polarizing
filters. That lens is in addition to the other
three DC lenses especially for APS sensor size
digital SLRs: http://www.sigmaphoto.com/Html/
pages/18_50_EX_DC.htm

Sigma Macro 50mm F2.8 EX DG. The lens
has a minimum focusing distance of 7.4 in.
(18.9 cm) and a minimum aperture of F/32
(Nikon mount). The lens allows life-size macro
photography with a maximum magnification
of 1:1. http://www.sigmaphoto.com/Html/pages/
50_DG.HTM

Sigma Macro 105mm F2.8 EX DG. Like the
50mm macro lens the 105mm lens offers
maximum life-size magnification of 1:1. The
minimum focusing distance is 12.2 inches
(31.2 cm) and the minimum aperture on
in the Nikon mount model is F/32. http://
www.sigmaphoto.com/Html/pages/105_DG.htm
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Tripods

”

Manfrotto: NeoTec Pro Photo Tripod 458B
On Bogen’s web site, this
tripod is touted as having
the “most innovative rapid
opening and closing
mechanism available
today…[with] no screws,
knobs or levers to tighten
or loosen.” It presumably
is able to bear the load of
professional camera equipment up to 17lbs,
(7.7kg) and the tripod weighs in at 5.3lbs (2.4kg).
http://www.bogenimaging.us/

Gitzo: MK2 Mountaineer Reporter
Levelling Tripod G1227LVL and G1228LVL
The LVL series is new
to the carbon fiber
range of Gitzo tripods.
With a twist of a knob,
the tripod is levelled,
making it instantly
ready for shooting on
uneven terrain. The1227 has 3-section legs
while the 1228 has 4-section legs. http://
www.bogenimaging.us/product/templates/templat
es.php3?sectionid=274&itemid=2513

Printer
Epson Stylus C86
Delivers sharp, vivid
photo-quality results
with borderless
printing for frameready prints in several
popular sizes up to 8” x 10” (A4). The
printer is both Windows and Macintosh
compatible and offers USB 1.1 and
parallel connectivity. US $100.00
http://www.epson.com/cgi-bin/Store/consumer/
consDetail.jsp?BV_UseBVCookie=yes&oid=4604826
3

Rob Cruse (anitasm)
To use that typical
Aussie greeting, “G’day
Mate”. As a recent
addition to the Nikonians
team, I have been given
the opportunity to write
a few words about myself
for the Nikonians eZine.
Some basics; I am an
Australian, resident in sunny Sydney where
I live with my often photographed children
and beautiful (and understanding) wife. We
recently moved to Sydney after a couple of
years in Seattle on a work assignment. It was
while a resident of Seattle that the wonderful
world of Nikonians came to my notice. I’m 33
years old and in the employ of an aerospace
company as an engineer.
Photography reached hobby status about 5
years ago, and morphed into a true passion
about 2 years later around the birth of my
first son. I don’t have a need for photography
in my work life; I know I’m truly in my own
time when I pick up a Nikon (not that I don’t
wonder what it would be like to make a
living from photography – maybe sometime
in the future).
Like many photographic enthusiasts, I
run around wildly trying out all sorts of
photographic styles, genres and subjects,
from landscape to architecture (poorly
I might add), on through street and
then candid portraits. I find landscape
photography romantic in notion but hard
work in practice, and street photography
daunting (to do well). Often I’m limited by
what is in front of me due to the influence of
a young family and lots of related activities.
It is their influence that led to a short article
now in the Nikonians resources; “How to
Photograph your Kids”. Their influence is
also the reason my landscapes are usually
sunrises (before anyone else is up).

My favourite photographers include Ansel
Adams, Larry Burrows, Dorothea Lange
and David Moore. I will also add Galen
Rowell, although more for the combination
of his writing and photographs (than the
photographs in isolation). I also enjoy
collecting other peoples photographs, and
proudly display a couple of images from our
time in Seattle; ‘Serenity’ by Josef Scaylea
(former Seattle Times Editor) and a large
format Ilfochrome print of a dust storm in
eastern Washington (by Dick Garvey). My
nikon cameras include an F100 for slides
(Fuji Velvia 50) and an EM for black and white
(Ilford Delta 100 and 400, which I develop
at home). Accompanying these beauties
in the bag is a range of Nikkor primes and
fast zooms (depending on the occasion)
including 35-70/2.8 and 80-200/2.8 zooms
plus 24, 35, 50 and 135mm primes.
Any favorite image of my own would have
to include our family. This for me is the
essence of photography - having a camera
lying around with film loaded, ready when a
composition presents itself. This particular
morning a year ago was one such moment; a
print hangs in our kitchen 

Link to picture at nikonians gallery :
http://www.nikonians-images.com/galleries/showp
hoto.php?photo=5770&size=big&password=&sort=
1&cat=500
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USA
In Focus: National Geographic Greatest
Portraits (DC)
A retrospective of portrait photography
spanning more than 10 decades of images
by more than 150 National Geographic
photographers.
National Museum of Natural History
Washington, DC
October 2, 2004 to January 4, 2005
Info at http://www.mnh.si.edu
Erza Stoller: Architectural Photography
(MA)
Black and white photographs by Stoller of
famous modern American buildings.
Williams College Museum of Art
Williamstown, MA
Ends December 19, 2004
Info at http://www.wcma.org
Photo New York 2004 (NY)
First New York International Photographic Art
Exposition featuring contemporary photobased works from leading 19th and 20th
century artists.
Metropolitan Pavilion
New York, NY
October 14-17, 2004
Info at http://www.photola.com
17th Annual Eddie Adams
Photojournalism Workshop (NY)
Four day tuition-free intensive program for
students and new photojournalists to work
with seasoned professionals from major U.S.
magazines and newspapers.
Jeffersonville, New York
October 8-11, 2004
Info at http://www.eddieadamsworkshop.com
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Luc Delahaye Photographs: History (OH)
Showcase of seven riveting, large-scale
works from an on-going series begun in
2001 that contains tableaux of world events
taken with a panoramic camera.
Cleveland Museum of Art
Cleveland, Ohio
November 6, 2004 to February 23, 2005
Info at http://www.clemusart.com
Dahomey, 1967: Photographs by Irving
Penn (TX)
Photographs taken in Western Africa by one
of America’s most celebrated photographers.
Audrey Jones Beck Building
The Museum of Fine Arts
Houston, Texas
October 16, 2004 to January 17, 2005
Info at http://www.mfah.org

Australia
Land and History
Photographic exhibit exploring the
diversity of South East Australian Aboriginal
communities.
Melbourne Museum
Carlton, Victoria, Australia
10 November 2004 to 31 January 2005
Info at http://www.melbourne.museum.vic.gov.au

China
“Shanghai Biennale 2004: Techniques of
the Visible
“ A combination offilm, photography, video
and installation art.
Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai
29 September to 28 November 2004
Info at http://universes-in-universe.de/car/
shanghai/2004/english.htm

England

Italy

Royal Botanical Gardens
Garden Photographers’ Exhibition
London
Ends 26, September 2004
Mon-Fri 09:30-18:30
weekend/bank holidays 09:30-19:00

The Anatomy of Melancholy
Francesco Arena & more
Museo d’Arte Contemporanea di Villa CroceGenova
Ends 30, October 2004
Via Jacopo Ruffini 3
16123 Genova

France

Korea

Anne De Vandierre “H/AND”
Series of portraits by Anne de Vandierre of
various personalities. First part of a journey
to the heart of feeling.
Maison Europeene de la Photographie
Paris, France
Ends 17, October, 2004
Info at http://www.mep-fr.org

“World Press Photo 2004”
Sejoong Center, Seoul
Ends 21, September, 2004
Info at http://www.worldpressphoto.nl/

Marc Riboud: 50 Years of Photography
Extensive retrospective of the works of
globe-trekking photojournalist Marc Riboud.
Maison Europeenne de la Photographie
Paris, France
Ends 17, October, 2004
Info at http://www.mep-fr.org

Germany
Photokina 2004
The world’s leading photo and imaging trade
fair.
Cologne, Germany
Ends 3, October, 2004
Info at http://www.photokina.de

exhibitions.jsp

New Zealand
“World Press Photo 2004”
Shed 11, Wellington
Ends 10, October, 2004
Info at http://www.worldpressphoto.nl/
exhibitions.jsp

Singapore
Lecture: “Documentary Journalism by Mr
Wayne Umehara”
Telok Blangah SAFRA, Singapore
26, November, 2004
Info at http://www.hasselbladsingapore.com/
talks.html

Check out the latest exhibits in the Calendar by clicking below
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/calendar/calendar.pl
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